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British council videos free

Home » App support courses The British Council does not provide online English courses in Montenegro, but we have a variety of online resources to help you improve English. On our global learner sites, we have videos, mobile apps, games, stories, listening activities and grammar exercises for adults, teens and children. Learn English with activities You can learn English online using the free British
Council website for adult learners. The site contains hundreds of pages of audio, text and video content and more than 2,000 interactive exercises. You can become a member and contribute to the site, communicate with other users, and download free resources. Visit the LearnEnglish website. Learn English with games You can learn English to have fun while playing and joking. You can find games for all
tastes that will help you practice your English or just have fun. There are also hundreds of illustrated anecdotes. Play, enjoy, and learn with LearnEnglish Fun and Games. Learning English using audio and video We have a lot of audio and video to practice the language. The material includes podcast stories, audio soap operas, English-language training TV programs made with the BBC and a series of
videos that show how to say things correctly in very different situations. Go to LearnEnglish Listen and watch. Learn English on your mobile phone the British Council has developed a wide range of mobile applications for Learning English on various devices such as iPhone, iPad, Nokia, Samsung, Ovi and Android. Programs include podcasts, soap operas, quizzes, games and exercises that will help you
improve your grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. Visit LearnEnglish Mobile. Learn English for Kids LearnEnglish Kids is a website for children who learn English. Children can have fun with songs, stories, videos, grammar and vocabulary games, as well as many other activities. Classes are designed for children to do on their own or with friends, parents and teachers. Visit LearnEnglish Kids. Learn
English for teenagers Are you a teenager learning English, or are your teenage children learning English? The LearnEnglish Teens website is designed specifically for children aged 13-17. On the site they can find language practices, tips for exams and support for grammar and vocabulary, as well as fun pursuits, videos, games and puzzles. Go to LearnEnglish teens. Business English Do you already
speak English, but would you like to improve your English business? Do you wonder if your English business is up to standard? Would you like to apply for international jobs where English is a working language? We have the right resources to help you improve your English business. Premier Skills English If you are learning English and interested in football, Premier English can help improve English until
you learn about Premier League clubs and players. You can also learn about matches and Premier League rules, play games and do quizzes. Go to Premier Premier English. Why do bubbles appear when you touch them? This video explores the science behind bubbles and shows an experiment you can try when you're washing! Average: 100% awesome wheelchair jump you've heard about extreme
sports, but how about WCMX? It's a sport where people ride strollers and make jumps and tricks. Listen to teenager Lily explain how she made the amazing leap. Average: 100% Of Page 2, Ali and Ahmed are teenagers. They had to leave their homes because of the war. This video tells the story of their trip to Germany. Today they are only two of the thousands of refugees in the world. Average: 60%
Eddsworld - Climate Change What do you know about climate change? This short webina workshop was created by Edd Gould in collaboration with the environmental organisation TVE (Television for the Environment). The aim was to raise awareness of climate change. Average: 59% One Direction - Action 1D One Direction is working on a new project called 1D Action. They want young people to send
them a message that they will bring together so that they can present them to world leaders at events this year. Learn more about step 1D in this video. Average: 58% Plastic Ocean is a new documentary that looks at the problems that arise when plastic waste enters the sea. Watch the trailer and learn more about how plastic can be dangerous for marine animals and human health. Average: 58% of Page
3 in Manhattan, in downtown New York, are among the tallest buildings in the world, all thanks to the Ice Age. Why? Watch this video and find out! Average: 57% BFG - the official trailer for the BFG is one of the UK's favorite authors, Roald Dahl's book. Do you know what letters the BFG stand for? Watch the trailer for the new movie and you will find out. Average: 57% Double Dutch brain game Can you
skip or jump the rope as they call it in the US? Are you good at monitoring things that are happening around you? This video will test how observant you are and it will also show you an amazing, double Dutch skipping. Average: 57% of World Water Day takes place annually on March 22. How much do you know about the water you drink and use every day? Watch this video to learn about the global water
crisis. Average: 57% Can you imagine a trip by car without a driver? This may sound like science fiction, but driverless cars will be with us sooner than you think! Average: 57% How are fir trees made Are you packed Christmas trees in your home or city? It's a traditional packed Christmas tree in the UK, but today most people prefer artificial rather than real ones. Watch this video to find out where they
come from and how they come from! Average: 57% Make snow at the Olympics What happens if there is no natural snow at the Winter Olympics or other sporting events? Well, the snow is made! Find out what makes snow at the Winter Olympics In Sochi. Average: 57% Earth Hour is an annual event organised by the World Wildlife Fund. She has a very special ambassador this year. Average: 57% What
to do You know about penguins? In this video, you can learn something new about these special birds. Average: 56% Page 4 Mouth burns, your eyes watered and sweating... but some people like it! Watch this video about chills and find out why they are sharp for us, but the bird can eat them perfectly. Average: 56% Science experiment in space What do you think will happen if you unwind wet tissue in
space? Astronaut Chris Hadfield conducted a simple science experiment developed by high school students to find out. Average: 56% One day I... In Lagos This video was created as part of Google's International Women's Day celebrations. It was filmed in Lagos in Nigeria and we learn about the dreams and ambitions of a group of young women. Average: 56% Do you know who lives in Windsor Castle?
Watch the video to learn and learn more about this impressive and historic building! Average: 56% What do you know about black holes? What happens if you get into one? Could you run away? Watch this video to find out. Average: 56% I experienced bullying happens to different people in different places. If it happened to you, you're not alone. In this video, teenagers, faced with bullying and overcoming
them, talk about their experiences. Average: 56% Have you ever thought about who made the clothes you were wearing? A lot of people don't think about it when they buy clothes, but a group of people in the fashion industry have started #Fashion revolution. Learn more by watching this video. Average: 55% Did you know that in some countries a tonne of perfectly good food is thrown away every day?
When some people don't have enough food to eat it seems crazy that so much food is wasted. Watch this video to learn about the work Tristram Stuart does to try to change this situation. Average: 55% Page 5 What's the best thing on social media? What's the worst? In this video, young people say whether they think social media can be bad for your health. Average: 55% One day, maggots can save your
life. As? Watch this clip to find out! (WARNING: This video contains pictures of maggots that you may find disgusting.) Average: 55% Many of us share selfies and photos online. But how do other people see you based on these pictures, and can this somehow affect your future? This video was created for Safer Internet Day. Watch it to learn more about how important it is to take care of what you share
online. Average: 55% of Tom Daley's day in Glasgow Tom Daley is a champion diver. He is also one of the ambassadors of the Commonwealth Games, which runs from July 23 to August 3. In this video, Thomas explores the host city of Glasgow. Average: 54% If a large animal, like a lion, chased you, what would you do? Watch this video to see how small porcupine defends. Average: 54% How do Easter
eggs be made? Easter eggs are special eggs, which are often given to celebrate the Christian Easter holiday. Sometimes sometimes are made of chocolate. Have you ever eaten an Easter egg? Watch this video to learn how they're made. Average: 54% Do you think your dog knows when you are happy, sad or angry? Watch this video to find out what scientists have discovered about dog-humans
relationships. Average: 54% of Pokemon Go unleashed in the UK pokemon go was released in the UK recently and people are going crazy to try to catch them all! It may be good fun, but it's not without its dangers, as you will learn in this short news release. Average: 54% Will you buy a T-shirt from a vending machine? Have you ever wondered why clothes are sometimes very cheap? Watch this video to
see what happens when people are offered the opportunity to buy a T-shirt for two euros. Average: 53% Page 6 Big Animal is chasing you and wants to eat you... what are you doing? Watch this clip to see how the cobra protects itself. Average: 53% He called me Malala's film about nobel peace prize laureate, Malala Yousafzai. Learn more about your incredible life story by watching this trailer. Average:
53% Do you think most computer programmers are male or female? Why do you think that's the case? Watch this video to find out why Facebook is trying to get more women in the technology field. Average: 53% of the FIFA World Cup 2014 in Brazil - all participants of the FIFA World Cup begin june 12 in Brazil. How many of you know about the 32 teams involved? Do you know what groups they are in?
Do you know what their flags look like? If you want to get your football facts up the speed of the World Cup check out this video. Average: 53% These young people become famous and earn money simply by sitting in their bedrooms! How do they do it? Watch the video to find out! Average: 53% Something very strange occurred: all adults suddenly came out of the world. What happens now? How will the
children survive? Watch the trailer! Average: 53% of uk women than men do regular sports. Campaign This girl can aim to encourage more women to play sports. Average: 51% Page 7 They are full of vitamins and minerals, but the thought of eating them makes most people feel sick. Watch this video about one person's mission to promote bugs as a source of food! Average: 51% Have you heard of the
failure of our stars? This is John Green's book, which is really popular among teenagers around the world. Now they've created a book in the movie. Watch the clip to see what the audience thought about the movie. Average: 51% of Britain's fastest cyclist How fast do you think you can go on a regular bike? Watch this video and you'll see Guy Martin go more than 112 miles per hour, that's more than 180
kilometers per hour! Wow! Average: 50% of a teenager becomes a Jetski champ Do you have any hobbies that you have no connection with A teenager whose friends all like football tried jet-skiing, and ended up as a UK freestyle champion! Average: 49% of teenagers from Belgium said she got the shock of her life when she asked Small tattoo stars and woke up to find half of their face covered in them.
Average: 48% Page 8 Why do bubbles appear when you touch them? This video explores the science behind bubbles and shows an experiment you can try when you're washing! Average: 100% awesome wheelchair jump you've heard about extreme sports, but how about WCMX? It's a sport where people ride strollers and make jumps and tricks. Listen to teenager Lily explain how she made the amazing
leap. Average: 100% Of Page 9, Ali and Ahmed are teenagers. They had to leave their homes because of the war. This video tells the story of their trip to Germany. Today they are only two of the thousands of refugees in the world. Average: 60% Eddsworld - Climate Change What do you know about climate change? This short webina workshop was created by Edd Gould in collaboration with the
environmental organisation TVE (Television for the Environment). The aim was to raise awareness of climate change. Average: 59% One Direction - Action 1D One Direction is working on a new project called 1D Action. They want young people to send them a message that they will bring together so that they can present them to world leaders at events this year. Learn more about step 1D in this video.
Average: 58% Plastic Ocean is a new documentary that looks at the problems that arise when plastic waste enters the sea. Watch the trailer and learn more about how plastic can be dangerous for marine animals and human health. Average: 58% of Page 10 in Manhattan, in downtown New York, are among the tallest buildings in the world, all thanks to the Ice Age. Why? Watch this video and find out!
Average: 57% BFG - the official trailer for the BFG is one of the UK's favorite authors, Roald Dahl's book. Do you know what letters the BFG stand for? Watch the trailer for the new movie and you will find out. Average: 57% Double Dutch brain game Can you skip or jump the rope as they call it in the US? Are you good at monitoring things that are happening around you? This video will test how observant
you are and it will also show you an amazing, double Dutch skipping. Average: 57% of World Water Day takes place annually on March 22. How much do you know about the water you drink and use every day? Watch this video to learn about the global water crisis. Average: 57% Can you imagine a trip by car without a driver? This may sound like science fiction, but driverless cars will be with us sooner
than you think! Average: 57% How are fir trees made Are you packed Christmas trees in your home or city? It's a traditional packed Christmas tree in the UK, but today most people prefer artificial rather than real ones. Watch this video to find out where they come from and how they come from! Average: 57% Make snow at the Olympics What happens if there is no natural snow at the Winter Olympics or
sporting events? Well, the snow is made! Find out what makes snow at the Winter Olympics in Sochi. Average: 57% Of Earth Hour is an annual event organised by Nature. She has a very special ambassador this year. Average: 57% What do you know about penguins? In this video, you can learn something new about these special birds. Average: 56% Page 11 your mouth burns, your eyes are watered
and you sweat... but some people like it! Watch this video about chills and find out why they are sharp for us, but the bird can eat them perfectly. Average: 56% Science experiment in space What do you think will happen if you unwind wet tissue in space? Astronaut Chris Hadfield conducted a simple science experiment developed by high school students to find out. Average: 56% One day I... In Lagos This
video was created as part of Google's International Women's Day celebrations. It was filmed in Lagos in Nigeria and we learn about the dreams and ambitions of a group of young women. Average: 56% Do you know who lives in Windsor Castle? Watch the video to learn and learn more about this impressive and historic building! Average: 56% What do you know about black holes? What happens if you get
into one? Could you run away? Watch this video to find out. Average: 56% I experienced bullying happens to different people in different places. If it happened to you, you're not alone. In this video, teenagers, faced with bullying and overcoming them, talk about their experiences. Average: 56% Have you ever thought about who made the clothes you were wearing? A lot of people don't think about it when
they buy clothes, but a group of people in the fashion industry have started #Fashion revolution. Learn more by watching this video. Average: 55% Did you know that in some countries a tonne of perfectly good food is thrown away every day? When some people don't have enough food to eat it seems crazy that so much food is wasted. Watch this video to learn about the work Tristram Stuart does to try to
change this situation. Average: 55% Page 12 What's the best thing on social media? What's the worst? In this video, young people say whether they think social media can be bad for your health. Average: 55% One day, maggots can save your life. As? Watch this clip to find out! (WARNING: This video contains pictures of maggots that you may find disgusting.) Average: 55% Many of us share selfies and
photos online. But how do other people see you based on these pictures, and can this somehow affect your future? This video was created for Safer Internet Day. Watch it to learn more about how important it is to take care of what you share online. Average: 55% of Tom Daley's day in Glasgow Tom Daley is a champion diver. He is also one of the ambassadors of the Commonwealth Games, which runs
from July 23 to August 3. In this video, Thomas explores the host city of Glasgow. Average: 54% If the animal, like a lion, chased you, what would you do? Watch this video to see how small porcupine is defending. Average: 54% How do Easter eggs be made? Easter eggs are special often dedicated to celebrating the Christian Easter holiday. Sometimes they are made of chocolate. Have you ever eaten
an Easter egg? Watch this video to learn how they're made. Average: 54% Do you think your dog knows when you are happy, sad or angry? Watch this video to find out what scientists have discovered about dog-humans relationships. Average: 54% of Pokemon Go unleashed in the UK pokemon go was released in the UK recently and people are going crazy to try to catch them all! It may be good fun, but
it's not without its dangers, as you will learn in this short news release. Average: 54% Will you buy a T-shirt from a vending machine? Have you ever wondered why clothes are sometimes very cheap? Watch this video to see what happens when people are offered the opportunity to buy a T-shirt for two euros. Average: 53% Page 13 A big animal is chasing you and wants to eat you... what are you doing?
Watch this clip to see how the cobra protects itself. Average: 53% He called me Malala's film about nobel peace prize laureate, Malala Yousafzai. Learn more about your incredible life story by watching this trailer. Average: 53% Do you think most computer programmers are male or female? Why do you think that's the case? Watch this video to find out why Facebook is trying to get more women in the
technology field. Average: 53% of the FIFA World Cup 2014 in Brazil - all participants of the FIFA World Cup begin june 12 in Brazil. How many of you know about the 32 teams involved? Do you know what groups they are in? Do you know what their flags look like? If you want to get your football facts up the speed of the World Cup check out this video. Average: 53% These young people become famous
and earn money simply by sitting in their bedrooms! How do they do it? Watch the video to find out! Average: 53% Something very strange occurred: all adults suddenly came out of the world. What happens now? How will the children survive? Watch the trailer! Average: 53% of uk women than men do regular sports. Campaign This girl can aim to encourage more women to play sports. Average: 51% Page
14 They are full of vitamins and minerals, but the thought of eating them makes most people feel sick. Watch this video about one person's mission to promote bugs as a source of food! Average: 51% Have you heard of the failure of our stars? This is John Green's book, which is really popular among teenagers around the world. Now they've created a book in the movie. Watch the clip to see what the
audience thought about the movie. Average: 51% of Britain's fastest cyclist How fast do you think you can go on a regular bike? Watch this video and you'll see Guy Martin go more than 112 miles per hour, that's more than 180 kilometers per hour! Wow! Average: 50% of adolescent becomes champ Do you have any hobbies that you have no connection with friends? A teenager whose friends all like
football tried jet-skiing, and ended up as a UK freestyle champion! Average: Medium: A teenager from Belgium said she got the shock of her life when she asked several small tattoo stars and woke up to find half of their face. Average: 48% Page 15 Why do bubbles appear when you touch them? This video explores the science behind bubbles and shows an experiment you can try when you're washing!
Average: 100% awesome wheelchair jump you've heard about extreme sports, but how about WCMX? It's a sport where people ride strollers and make jumps and tricks. Listen to teenager Lily explain how she made the amazing leap. Average: 100% Page 16 Ali and Ahmed are teenagers. They had to leave their homes because of the war. This video tells the story of their trip to Germany. Today they are
only two of the thousands of refugees in the world. Average: 60% Eddsworld - Climate Change What do you know about climate change? This short webina workshop was created by Edd Gould in collaboration with the environmental organisation TVE (Television for the Environment). The aim was to raise awareness of climate change. Average: 59% One Direction - Action 1D One Direction is working on a
new project called 1D Action. They want young people to send them a message that they will bring together so that they can present them to world leaders at events this year. Learn more about step 1D in this video. Average: 58% Plastic Ocean is a new documentary that looks at the problems that arise when plastic waste enters the sea. Watch the trailer and learn more about how plastic can be dangerous
for marine animals and human health. Average: 58% of Page 17 in Manhattan, in downtown New York, are among the tallest buildings in the world, all thanks to the Ice Age. Why? Watch this video and find out! Average: 57% BFG - the official trailer for the BFG is one of the UK's favorite authors, Roald Dahl's book. Do you know what letters the BFG stand for? Watch the trailer for the new movie and you
will find out. Average: 57% Double Dutch brain game Can you skip or jump the rope as they call it in the US? Are you good at monitoring things that are happening around you? This video will test how observant you are and it will also show you an amazing, double Dutch skipping. Average: 57% of World Water Day takes place annually on March 22. How much do you know about the water you drink and
use every day? Watch this video to learn about the global water crisis. Average: 57% Can you imagine a trip by car without a driver? This may sound like science fiction, but driverless cars will be with us sooner than you think! Average: 57% How are fir trees made Are you packed Christmas trees in your home or city? It's a traditional packed Christmas tree in the UK, but today most people prefer artificial
rather than real ones. Watch this video to find out where they come from and how they come from! Average: 57% Make Snow at the Olympics happen if there is no natural snow at the Winter Olympics or other sporting events? Well, the snow is made! Find out what makes snow in winter in winter In Sochi. Average: 57% Earth Hour is an annual event organised by the World Wildlife Fund. She has a very
special ambassador this year. Average: 57% What do you know about penguins? In this video, you can learn something new about these special birds. Average: 56% Page 18 your mouth burns, your eyes are watered and sweating... but some people like it! Watch this video about chills and find out why they are sharp for us, but the bird can eat them perfectly. Average: 56% Science experiment in space
What do you think will happen if you unwind wet tissue in space? Astronaut Chris Hadfield conducted a simple science experiment developed by high school students to find out. Average: 56% One day I... In Lagos This video was created as part of Google's International Women's Day celebrations. It was filmed in Lagos in Nigeria and we learn about the dreams and ambitions of a group of young women.
Average: 56% Do you know who lives in Windsor Castle? Watch the video to learn and learn more about this impressive and historic building! Average: 56% What do you know about black holes? What happens if you get into one? Could you run away? Watch this video to find out. Average: 56% I experienced bullying happens to different people in different places. If it happened to you, you're not alone. In
this video, teenagers, faced with bullying and overcoming them, talk about their experiences. Average: 56% Have you ever thought about who made the clothes you were wearing? A lot of people don't think about it when they buy clothes, but a group of people in the fashion industry have started #Fashion revolution. Learn more by watching this video. Average: 55% Did you know that in some countries a
tonne of perfectly good food is thrown away every day? When some people don't have enough food to eat it seems crazy that so much food is wasted. Watch this video to learn about the work Tristram Stuart does to try to change this situation. Average: 55% Page 19 What's the best thing on social media? What's the worst? In this video, young people say whether they think social media can be bad for
your health. Average: 55% One day, maggots can save your life. As? Watch this clip to find out! (WARNING: This video contains pictures of maggots that you may find disgusting.) Average: 55% Many of us share selfies and photos online. But how do other people see you based on these pictures, and can this somehow affect your future? This video was created for Safer Internet Day. Watch it to learn
more about how important it is to take care of what you share online. Average: 55% of Tom Daley's day in Glasgow Tom Daley is a champion diver. It is also one of the Commonwealth Games, which runs from July 23 to August 3, In this video, Thomas explores the host city of Glasgow. Average: 54% If a large animal, like a lion, chased you, what would you do? Watch this video to learn how small small
defends. Average: 54% How do Easter eggs be made? Easter eggs are special eggs, which are often given to celebrate the Christian Easter holiday. Sometimes they are made of chocolate. Have you ever eaten an Easter egg? Watch this video to learn how they're made. Average: 54% Do you think your dog knows when you are happy, sad or angry? Watch this video to find out what scientists have
discovered about dog-humans relationships. Average: 54% of Pokemon Go unleashed in the UK pokemon go was released in the UK recently and people are going crazy to try to catch them all! It may be good fun, but it's not without its dangers, as you will learn in this short news release. Average: 54% Will you buy a T-shirt from a vending machine? Have you ever wondered why clothes are sometimes
very cheap? Watch this video to see what happens when people are offered the opportunity to buy a T-shirt for two euros. Average: 53% Page 20 Big Animal is chasing you and wants to eat you... what are you doing? Watch this clip to see how the cobra protects itself. Average: 53% He called me Malala's film about nobel peace prize laureate, Malala Yousafzai. Learn more about your incredible life story
by watching this trailer. Average: 53% Do you think most computer programmers are male or female? Why do you think that's the case? Watch this video to find out why Facebook is trying to get more women in the technology field. Average: 53% of the FIFA World Cup 2014 in Brazil - all participants of the FIFA World Cup begin june 12 in Brazil. How many of you know about the 32 teams involved? Do
you know what groups they are in? Do you know what their flags look like? If you want to get your football facts up the speed of the World Cup check out this video. Average: 53% These young people become famous and earn money simply by sitting in their bedrooms! How do they do it? Watch the video to find out! Average: 53% Something very strange occurred: all adults suddenly came out of the world.
What happens now? How will the children survive? Watch the trailer! Average: 53% of uk women than men do regular sports. Campaign This girl can aim to encourage more women to play sports. Average: 51% Page 21 They are full of vitamins and minerals, but the thought of eating them makes most people feel sick. Watch this video about one person's mission to promote bugs as a source of food!
Average: 51% Have you heard of the failure of our stars? This is John Green's book, which is really popular among teenagers around the world. Now they've created a book in the movie. Watch the clip to see what the audience thought about the movie. Average: 51% of Britain's fastest cyclist How fast do you think you can go on a regular bike? Watch this video and you'll see Guy Martin go over 112 within
an hour, it's more than 180 kilometers per hour! Wow! Average: 50% of a teenager becomes a Jetski champ Do you have any hobbies that you have no common with friends? A teenager whose friends are all Soccer tried jet-skiing, and ended up as a UK freestyle champion! Average: A 49% teen from Belgium said she got the shock of her life when she asked a few small tattoo stars and woke up to find half
of her face covered with them. Average: 48% 48%
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